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Software for high-level analysis

● Integrating statistics and machine 

learning

● Reproducible workflows

● Scalability and modernization of 

statistical tools  



Likelihood-free inference

How to do inference when the model is written as a 

simulator? Can we use modern machine learning?

- Theoretical results arXiv:1506.02169 

[Kyle Cranmer, Juan Pavez, Gilles Louppe]

- Carl: a likelihood-free inference toolbox 

[Kyle Cranmer, Juan Pavez, Gilles Louppe]

- (Ongoing work) Application to the Higgs to approximate 

likelihoods using kinematic information parameterized in 

coefficients of quantum field theory. Promising data 

efficiency! [Kyle Cranmer, Juan Pavez, Gilles Louppe, Cyril 

Becot, Lukas Heinrich] Preliminary

https://arxiv.org/abs/1506.02169
https://github.com/diana-hep/carl
https://github.com/diana-hep/carl


A testbed for likelihood-free inference 
Particle physics is one of the few fields of Science where causal 

structures are clear and mechanistic models are available.

● This is an ideal testbed for the development of simulator-based likelihood-free 

inference.

Artificial intelligence has the potential to revolutionize the physics 

analysis pipeline, provided we allow outsiders to run our tools 

easily.

● Simulator-based likelihood-free inference is a research problem the AI community 

is increasingly interested in (see NIPS 2016).

Project. Join forces with AI: Package the simulation 

software and design benchmark problems to trigger the 

development of new likelihood-free inference methods 

with the AI/ML community. [Connection to Lukas Heinrich 

work on reproducibility]

An ImageNet for particle physics?



Reproducible workflows
[Lukas Heinrich, Kyle Cranmer]

Collection of schemas and tools for declarative 

parametrized workflows, where each step 

describes its own s/w environment (complete 

capture with e.g. containers) [repo]

● Graph-based distributed computing on e.g. 

Kubernetes/Swarm/… clusters.

● Declarative definitions via pure YAML / JSON

● Funded by NSF via extension to DASPOS, supported 

by NYU MS-DSE

● Being deployed at CERN and integrated into CERN 

Analysis Preservation - CAP (ATLAS, CMS, LHCb)

● Interest from Project Jupyter and C. Titus Brown 

(Genomics)

https://github.com/diana-hep/yadage


RECAST
[Lukas Heinrich, Kyle Cranmer]

Effort to systematize reinterpretations of LHC

analyses. 

● Frontend allows 3rd party to submit proposals

for reinterpretation. Experiments can accept or 

reject.

● Backend uses yadage to run full-fidelity analysis 

code developed in original publication (not a re-

Implementation) 

● Integration with CERN Analysis Preservation to

access workflow definitions / archived software 

(docker images)

● Deployment at scale on CERN OpenStack 

Kubernetes Pilot (Magnum)

● Used internally by ATLAS for pilot recastings 



The modern AI/ML software stack

Recent switch to

● Numerical computations with data flow graphs 
○ TensoFlow, Theano, MXNet, etc

○ Support for CPUs and GPUs out of the box.

○ Automatic differentiation

○ Enable new ways of thinking (model composition, 

learning to learn, etc)

● Probabilistic programming languages 
○ Stan, Anglican, Edward, etc

Recommendation. The next generation of physics software for 

high-level analysis should take notice and inspiration from the 

AI/ML community.



Probabilistic programming frameworks

carl.distributions tensorprob

RooFit serves us well, but shows limits in terms of scalability.

Using a data flow graph framework, RooFit would be distributed, GPU-enabled 
and automatically differentiable. 

Feasibility? Certainly within reach! As illustrated by our tentative 
proof-of-concepts carl.distributions [Gilles Louppe] and tensorprob [Igor 
Babuschkin, now at DeepMind]. See also Edward.



Study of data flow graphs for statistical models in HEP
[Chien-Chin Huang, Matthew Feickert, Gilles Louppe, Kyle Cranmer]

● Ongoing study on the suitability/scalability of data 

flow graphs for statistical models in particle physics 

(vs. the typical ML use case)
○ Goal is to make an educated recommendation for/against 

these technologies in HEP.

● We found out that HEP likelihoods show unusual 

patterns in terms of model and data parallelism.
○ Also related to the fact that HEP likelihoods are optimized 

with full batches and Minuit (vs. mini-batches and SGD in ML)

● We identified that one of the bottlenecks is to have 

a declarative language for creating likelihoods of 

given shape. Opportunity for project merging 

Histogrammar and HistFactory.



Enabling new solutions for particle physics problems  
In addition to scalability, the modern ML/AI software stack enables to rethink particle physics problems in new 

and effective ways, that would otherwise be very complex to implement with the standard software stack of 

particle physics.

Learning to Pivot with Adversarial Networks
arXiv:1611.01046 [Gilles Louppe, Michael Kagan, Kyle Cranmer]

QCD-aware recursive deep learning for jet physics
[Gilles Louppe, Kyunghyun Cho, Cyril Becot, Kyle Cranmer]

These two examples should help convincing physicists 
of the benefits of adopting these new tools.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.01046
https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.01046


Scikit-Optimize
[Manoj Kumar, Noel Dawe, 

Tim Head, Gilles Louppe]

A simple and efficient library for sequential 

model-based optimization, accessible to 

everybody and reusable in various contexts. 

The project is already quite advanced and popular.

Use cases in particle physics:
- Automated tuning of simulators
- Automated search for cuts
- Automated tuning of ML models

https://github.com/scikit-optimize/scikit-optimize


Training and software guidance

● Lectures and tutorials on machine learning tailored for physicists.
○ Focus on recent methodological developments and on modern software (scikit-learn, etc)

○ Opportunity to grow our user base

● Strong presence and participation at the IML, ATLAS ML and meetings at CERN.

● Internal guidance within ATLAS to setup an Anaconda-based machine learning 

software stack. [with Michael Kagan]

https://indico.cern.ch/category/8009/
https://indico.cern.ch/category/8206/


Roadmap
Short-term (next 6 months):

● Technical report on opportunities offered by 

data flow graph frameworks and probabilistic 

programming for high-level analysis in particle 

physics (as part of the CWP effort)

[Gilles Louppe, Kyle Cranmer]

● Feasibility/Scalability study of graph-based 

models for statistical models in particle physics

[Chien-Chin Huang, Matthew Feickert, Gilles 

Louppe, Kyle Cranmer]

● Sequential model-based optimization for HEP 

(software, physics use cases, tutorials)

[Manoj Kumar, Tim Head, Noel Dawe, Gilles 

Louppe]

● Continue promoting modern machine learning 

software with tutorials and lectures.

Mid-term (next 12 months):

● Likelihood-free inference for particle physics 

(research, benchmarks, software, tutorials)

[Juan Pavez, Cyril Becot, Lukas Heinrich, Gilles 

Louppe, Kyle Cranmer]

● Continue discussion on RooFit with auto-diff and 

probabilistic programming. One interesting path is 

auto-diff with clang [by Vassil Vassilev].

● Initiate discussion with the ROOT team on the 

challenges of implementing, in a sustainable way, 

algorithms like adversarial networks or jet 

embeddings in ROOT.

● Packaging, validation and release of statistical 

software for HEP (“fasimov”, Fisher Interpolation, 

Look-elsewhere effect corrections, etc) 

http://llvm.org/devmtg/2013-11/slides/Vassilev-Poster.pdf
http://llvm.org/devmtg/2013-11/slides/Vassilev-Poster.pdf

